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Art, combinations and relationships… or the different ways for a pair of artists 

to work on a project 

by Marta Inez Rodrigues Pereira 

 

How many ways are there for different pairs of artists to develop a common project? Yes, I’m sure 

there are quite a few, but I was still surprised when, recently, I saw the exhibition Afinidades eletivas 

(elective affinities) at C.galeria. 

Curator Daniela Name suggested to two pairs of independent artists – Piti Tomé & Letícia Lopes and 

Eloá Carvalho & Júlia Milward – to develop a common project. Each pair was free to decide how they 

would develop the project and talk with each other throughout. However, they would not work 

together – Tomé and Carvalho live in Rio de Janeiro and their respective partners, elsewhere: Lopes 

in Rio Grande do Sul and Milward in São Paulo. This resulted in two completely different approaches 

and, not surprisingly, outcomes. 

Whereas Tomé & Lopes developed two different works coming from common passions, such as that 

for Andrei Tarkovski’s film Solaris, Carvalho & Milward made works based on a story the other had 

told her, the only limit being a common dimension. 

 

 

Left: Letícia Lopes, series Sem título (Hall de Espelhos) (2017); Right: Piti Tomé, Cacarequinhos ou Coleção de 

Peqenas Mortes (2017) 

(all pictures by me unless otherwise stated) 

 

Lopes started with the idea of accumulation (she had been gathering stones) and made paintings 

which are piled, just as stones could be, but which depict abstract representations of galaxies 

(referring to Solaris). Tomé picked up from her line of work, accumulating old photographs from 

antique fairs which were meant to eternalize people who are now unknown, forgotten and without 

communication, and pairing them with found objects which are now also dead and forgotten. 
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Letícia Lopes, series Sem título (Hall de Espelhos) (2017) 

 

 

Letícia Lopes, series Sem título (Hall de Espelhos) (2017) 
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Piti Tomé, Cacarequinhos ou Coleção de Pequenas Mortes (2017) 

 

 

Piti Tomé, Cacrequinhos ou Coleção de Pequenas Mortes (2017) 

 

These two sets of works were arranged in diagonal corners within the gallery, exemplifying the 

distance and, at the same time, the links between people, relationships and communication. 
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Carvalho & Milward agreed to common days and times in which each would go somewhere in their 

own city and take notes of what they saw and did. Then they would talk to each other, share their 

notes and later make an artwork based on the other’s story. Their only limitation, agreed upon in 

advance, were the dimensions of each work. 

 

 

Eloá Carvalho and Letícia Lopes, series Sobre Margens Desconvizinhas (2017) 

 

This strategy, completely different from the approach adopted by Tomé & Lopes, resulted in 

diptychs (one work from each artist), which were paired not by date, but by a surprising 

commonality observed when put together. 

 

Left: Eloá Carvalho; Right: Júlia Milward; both: series Sobre Margens Desconvisinhas (2017) 
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Left: Eloá Carvalho; Right: Júlia Milward; both: series Sobre Margens Desconvizinhas (2017) 

 

 

Left: Eloá Carvalho; Right: Júlia Milward; both: series Sobre Margens Desconvizinhas (2017) 
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I admit this should be expected, but still, I was quite absorbed with the different results of a same 

initial instruction: for two artists to work together on a project. How many combinations could there 

be? What do they depend on: personalities, mediums, previous production, reasoning, affinity? 

Anyway, the proposition resulted in very interesting works, whether seen independently or as a pair. 

It would be nice to see more of this. 

Worth the thought. Worth the visit! 

 

C.galeria is located in Ipanema, Rio de Janeiro 

Afinidades eletivas is on show until 30 Jun 2017 

 

Eloá Carvalho and Piti Tomé are represented by the gallery 

Letícia Lopes and Júlia Milward are invited artists 

 

 

 


